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Accu-Feel is a set of FSX: Steam Edition add-on aircraft sound and physics systems that utilizes A2A Sim's Accu-Sim sound system. Accu-Feel works with the Accu-Sim engine, and allows a non-destructive installation on FSX. Version 1.7.0 includes a new "Accu-Feel" sound module, allowing you to tweak how well maintained the
aircraft sounds.This system allows you to adjust a variety of parameters such as the amount of wind noise through an aircraft's canopy, the amount of tyre screech at touchdown on the runway, how well maintained the aircraft sounds, how well maintained the exterior sounds, and more. With Accu-Feel, the potential to improve
your FSX: Steam Edition flying experience has never been greater.Features:• Simple, safe non-destructive installation leaves all of your aircraft directories untouched (aircraft.cfg, panel.cfg, etc. are not changed)• Works with almost all FSX: Steam Edition aircraft. Tested with both default and over forty 3rd party aircraft• Easy to
use GUI (Graphical User Interface) allows for easy and fun aircraft customization.• Saves aircraft automatically• Built using the Accu-Sim sound system, which is the most powerful sound system available and is already used safely on thousands of FSX installations• Ground physics for both on and off pavement for both tricycle
and tail dragger airframes bucks your airplane around, making just taxiing a quality experience• Dynamic tire screeching and rub sounds tied into the physics of each tire, which makes every landing not just feel different, but sound different. You have more feel for exactly how well you are controlling your aircraft, both big and
small. New side forces add even more dynamics when side-loading the landing gear.• Water physics including dynamic wave size and speed, adds immersion for those who love to land on the water• Physics-driven sound system• Cabin sounds from an old classic aircraft (bag of bolts) to the more modern, stronger pressurized

tube liners, both on the ground and in the air• Dynamic wind gives a strong sense of how your aircraft is flying, giving feel to everything from a glider to a commercial airliner• Turbulence modeling adds a feel based on our own experiences owning and operating aircraft• Stall buffet and sounds creep in before the airplane stalls,
giving you better feel and control of the aircraft while flying “on the edge”• Brake squeals and vibrations• Open

Features Key:
Super-intense gameplay: Command a team of alien attackers in a gore-flinging free-for-all in the classic 1 v 1 mode

Team game: 3-6 players can work together to lay waste to the aliens with a variety of alien weapons and weapons technology in frantic shootouts.

Killing spree: Blast the aliens in any way you like. Reload, shoot, and even use the ground as a deadly offensive weapon. What are you waiting for? Show the aliens what happens when they mess with the Head Shot!

        Don't wait around!  Work together to take down this 20+ difficulty game before the aliens send in reinforcements!
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